
Instruction for the Application form for 2012 Summer Campaign 

Instructions for filling the application form of the 2012 Summer Campaign 

 

Application form can be down loaded from our website. (URL: http://npo.fuji3776.net/index2.html) 

All the information found in the application form will be used exclusively for the selection by the scientific 

committee. 

 

1. Applicant’s names, affiliations, collaborators, research project proposed and an abstract 

Please write full names and affiliations without abbreviations, write the e-mail addresses of all the participants. 

One or more Japanese contact persons are needed in your group who live in Japan for the communication 

before and during the stay at Mt. Fuji. 

2. Scientific scopes,  

Please describe your aims, perspective, expected results, social impacts, especially why you want to utilize Mt. 

Fuji station and your (or one of your group member’s) experiences being at Mt. Fuji. 

References 

Please list your recent scientific papers within the last 5 years in relation to your proposal. 

3. Methods 

Please describe your instruments and methods, especially how and where to install, approximate weight, 

volume and how long you want to use them.  

Since the summit of Mt. Fuji is a very unique place, we recommend that you make a preliminary  visit to the 

place and/or that you include one or more researchers who have been involved in the past Mt. Fuji campaigns.  

4. Financing plan or funds 

Every research group will be required to pay ¥150,000 for the rental fee, which will be used for the 

maintenance of the station. Living cost including food and water are at your own expense (For the detail, 

please contact the NPO office). 

5. Safety issues 

Please refer to the Safety Guideline of Mt. Fuji (it is available at NPO office) 

And describe your own safety measures. Contact person(s) in case of emergency will be required before you 

climb the mountain. 

 

* Please note that the colored parts will appear in our home page. 

http://npo.fuji3776.net/index2.html

